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Amena Mediterranean Cafe &

Bakery 

"Try It Mediterranean Style"

Freshly baked pita, homemade hummus, and baklava are just a few of the

items found on the menu at Amena Mediterranean Cafe and Bakery. The

inspiration behind Amena was to bring authentic, high quality

Mediterranean food to Las Vegas. They serve Middle Eastern style

pastries, bread and other specialties. Anyone looking to take a break from

the usual can find a variety of soups, salads, hot sandwiches and pastries

at Amena Mediterranean Cafe and Bakery.

 +1 702 382 1010  www.amenacafe.com/  2101 South Decatur Boulevard, Las

Vegas NV

 by sksplit   

Olive Hookah Lounge 

"Feast in the Middle East"

The Olive Hookah Lounge and Mediterranean Grill is a favorite local spot

for experiencing the fun culture and delicious foods of the Middle East

and Mediterranean. Chow down on platters of creamy hummus with warm

pita bread, dolma, falafel, shwarma and more. Once you've had your fill,

move on to the main event: the hookah. With over 25 different flavors of

tobacco, you can surely find one that will satisfy your whole crew.

Weekends feature live belly-dancing performances.

 +1 702 451 8805  theolivegrill.com/  3850 East Sunset Road, Las Vegas NV

 by yummyporky   

Zaytoon Market & Restaurant 

"Kebabs and More"

Whether you're there to shop or eat lunch, Zaytoon Market & Restaurant

has a lot to offer. Explore the store which sells Middle Eastern spices and

other specialty goods. Get some inspiration for cooking your own

delicacies at home from the restaurant, which serves all kinds of kebabs,

salads, and sandwiches. The chicken kebab is spectacular and comes with

a side of Persian-style rice.

 +1 702 685 1875  zaytoonlasvegas.com/  3655 South Durango Drive, Las Vegas

NV

 by Geoff Peters   

Khoury's Mediterranean

Restaurant 

"Middle Eastern Delights"

Khoury's Mediterranean Restaurant offers a veritable treat of

Mediterranean and Lebanese cuisine in a comfortable setting. Voted as

the best of its kind in Vegas, the simple decor and the laid back vibe is

attracting foodies to the place. The food served at Khoury's is a lavish

spread of appetizers, salads, soups and main courses. Stuffed grape

leaves are a popular choice for starters with regulars expressing their
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keen interest to the dish. Also on the menu are choices like fried haloum

cheese, lamb kababs and farooj (baked chicken). There is also a kids

menu and they welcome catering requests. Check website for details.

 +1 702 671 0005  www.khouryslv.com/  KhourysLV@gmail.com  9340 W Sahara Ave #106,

Las Vegas NV
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